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Ability to identify where a security
benefit score does not apply on a
Stewardship Site

Assessors can now select a checkbox indicating that the
Stewardship Site comprises Crown Land or has an existing
conservation obligation applied to a vegetation zone.
This will automatically remove the Security Benefit Score from
the ‘Future vegetation integrity (VI) score, with management’
calculation (Equation 28 - page 96 of the BAM).

Update to all BAM-C report
headers

Report footers
also updated

Report headers updated to include:
1.BAM case status (Open/Submitted/Finalised);
2.Assessment revision number;
3.Assessment type;
4.Date finalised (if not finalised this will display
‘To be finalised’).

Once the assessment has been finalised in the BAMC, the case is locked in BOAMS and the credit report
is available for download. You will then need to
submit the BDAR (and credit reports) with the DA to
Council within 14 days of finalising the assessment
(in accordance with Section 6.15 of the BC Act).

Quick access to identify species with
specific survey requirements

New downloadable excel spreadsheet ‘Species with specific
survey requirements’ on information page of the BAM
Calculator.
This information is to assist assessors identify entities that
are generally difficult to identify, are cryptic or have life
history characteristics that mean they are not always present
above ground.
This information is also located in the ‘General Notes’ field of
the species profile in the Threatened Biodiversity Data
Collection (TBDC).

Ability to identify vagrant species
and/or degraded habitats – predicted
and candidate species

New ‘Species is vagrant’ checkbox added to Tab 4. Habitat suitability for
Predicted threatened species (Ecosystem credits). This is to allow assessors to
identify species that are vagrant in accordance with BAM Section 6.4.1.14.
Selecting this checkbox will default that species to ‘No’ for the ‘Veg Zone –
Confirmed predicted species’ column.

Ability to identify vagrant species
and/or degraded habitats –
candidate species only

New ‘Species is vagrant’ and ‘Habitat degraded’ checkbox added to Tab 4. Habitat suitability for
Candidate threatened species (Species credits). This allows assessors to identify species that are vagrant
(BAM Section 6.4.1.14) or where the habitat is degraded (BAM Section 6.4.1.17). Selecting either
checkbox will default that species to ‘No’ for the ‘Confirmed candidate species’ column.
This functionality will also provide the consent authority with information on how some predicted and
candidate threatened species have been assessed.

Ability to identify a lead assessor

You can now nominated a lead assessor. They will appear on all BAM-C
reports. You have to add the assessor as a case party and select the
‘Current Owner’ checkbox in BOAMS to nominate them as the case
owner.

Ability to identify corporation
landholders

You can now add a
corporation landholder as a
case party in BOAMS to the
parent case. The name of the
corporation will appear under
the ‘Proponent Names’
heading on all BAM-C reports.

Ability to identify corporation
landholders

You must select the
landowner as a
‘Case Owner’ in the
relevant Case Party
Details. This will
enable the
proponent’s name
to appear on the
BAM-C reports.

Fix – Management zone areas
calculation error

An error message was appearing for certain combinations of management zone areas despite the total area
matching the vegetation zone. This issue has now been resolved.

Fix – Plot deletion error

The BAM-C was deleting extra plots for a vegetation zone above the minimum number of plots required as per Table 4
of the BAM (page 16). This issue has now been resolved and extra plots for a vegetation zone will not automatically be
deleted when the user reduces the size of the vegetation zone.

